Abstract. A new type of many-electron radiative transitions involving three electrons is predicted. The results oftheir investigation by many-body perturbation theory are presented. New spectral lines observed in the wavelength range of 37.5 to 54.0 nm by means of photon-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (PIFS) following the excitation of the Kr I 3d-1 np resonances are reported and compared with the predictions.
The first observation of a single-photon decay of double-vacancy states was reported by Woelfli et al (1975) . In the theoretical explanation by Amusia et al (1977a, b) , the 1s-2 double-vacancy state, e.g., decays into ns-1mp-l states by emission of a single photon. These radiative transitions are allowed by the parity changing law, whereas transitions into np-1mp-l states are forbidden. If, however, a more complicated initial state is considered with an additional excited electron, the latter can change its orbital momentum without noticeable alteration of its energy, thus opening many channels of a single-photon double-vacancy decay.
The aim of this letter is to present the results of the first investigation of the single-photon decay of double-vacancy-one-electron states in the lowest non-vanishing order of perturbation theory, including calculated transition probabilities. This process is really a many-particle one, because at least three electrons actively participate in it, two of them filling the initially vacant states, while the third one alters its orbital momentum. Therefore these transitions will be called in this letter 'three-electron radiative transitions' (TERT) .
The interest in TERT is amplified by recent experimental observations (Ehresmann et al 1992) . Using the photon-induced fluorescence spectroscopy (PIFS) below the resonances (at 90.00 eV). Additionally a Ne spectrum is shown, recorded with the same experimental parameters, which was used for wavelength calibration. The observed photon energies are close to the energy difference of Kr 11 4s-2np and 4p-2 n'l' states. The former ones are easily populated by Auger decay of the 3d-1np resonance. Thus, additionally to general formulae obtained in the lowest order of perturbation theory for the transition probabilities, the following specific example of TERT 4s-2np~4p-2n'I'+'Y (n'l'=n's, n'd, including n'=n) will be considered as a tentative explanation ofthe new lines. Calculations were performed using the computer codes ATOM (Amusia and Chernysheva 1983) .
Let us consider the radiative transition from the ion state with two holes ;1, ;2 and an electron excited to a discrete level n to another double-hole (flf2)-one-electron (n') state, i.e, the transition ;1;2n~flf2n' + ' Y. Within the dipole and LS-coupling approximations the probability of the radiative transition is defined by the expressiont
where a = 1~7 is the fine structure constant, cu = Ei -EI is the energy of the emitted photon, Ei and EI are the initial and final state energies, while A is the amplitude of the dipole transition (2) t Atomic units are used, e = 11 = m = 1.
Here Land S are the orbital momentum and spin with projections M and M s , respectively, and D is the dipole operator.
Since three electrons change their states, the lowest non-vanishing order perturbation theory diagrams, describing TERT, must include at least two wavy lines of the Coulomb interelectron interaction, see e.g. figure 2 (the usual many-body theory diagram notations are used: the line with an arrow to the left is a vacancy, the double-arrow line denotes a discrete electron excitation, while the broken line stands for a photon). In this letter only those transitions i 1 i 2 n~flf2n' + y will be considered which are allowed due to an active participation of the excited electron n at least by changing its orbital momentum. Thus, the three-electron nature of the above transitions is evident.
The analytical expression of the partial amplitude, corresponding to the diagram in figure 2, reads
and includes not only the summation over intermediate k-, j-vacancy states, but also the summation over discrete excited (integration over continuum) electron states. In equation (3), (kllulmn)=(kllr~21Imn)-(kllr~21Inm) is the difference between direct and exchange Coulomb matrix elements, (kiDli) is the dipole matrix element, e are the Hartree-Fock (HF) one-electron energies. Even in the lowest order of perturbation theory, a number of diagrams (partial amplitudes) similar to figure 2 contribute to the total amplitude under consideration because, additionally to the different variations of one-electron states involved in the TERT, the photon (broken line) could be emitted from any of the vacancy and excitedelectron states in the diagram, including the intermediate ones.
In this work, as the first step of investigation of this rather complicated process, we tried to find a few diagrams whose contribution to the total amplitude dominates because of certain physical reasons, which result in a large numerator or (and) in a small denominator in the equations similar to equation (3).
Large values of Coulomb matrix elements may occur in the case of strong interaction between the intermediate and the initial or final states. Normally, the Coulomb matrix elements are large if they involve two or more identical one-electron wavefunctions. If additionally at least one of the energy denominators (which is called virtuality) in equation (3) is small when the intermediate state belongs to the discrete spectrum, then strong mixing of these states occurs and the contribution of the diagram to the total amplitude may dominate over others (see, e.g. figure 3 ( b».
The contribution of a diagram can also be large if the singularity in equation (3) is in the continuous spectrum. Then the corresponding diagram describes areal multi-step process, which can proceed if allowed by energy and angular momentum conservation laws. For example, figure 3( d) stands for the autoionization transition 4s-2np~4s-14p-l+e followed by the Auger-type 'transition' 4s-14p-l~4p-3n'l'. Finally, the radiative annihilation of the intermediate Auger electron e and the 4p vacancy takes place. The contribution of equation (3) at the point of singularity 80 in the continuum is defined by the value of the integrand at this point, e.g.
The final expressions for the partial TERT amplitudes A p suitable for areal calculation are obtained in a standard manner (Amusia et al 1993) using equation (3), so that orbital, spin and radial parts of amplitudes have been separated. The orbital and spin factors consist of a 6-j Wigner coefficient product. They automatically contain angular momentum selection rules for TERTs. The final formulae are not presented here because of their rather complicated structure.
In the specific example of TERTs 4S-2~4p-2 n'l' + y the diagrams of figure 3 have been found to satisfy quite weIl the conditions mentioned above. Only these diagrams were included into the calculation. The wavefunctions ofthe excited electrons, involved in matrix elements of the partial amplitudes A a -d , were calculated in the field of electron configurations as presented in a corresponding diagram in figure 2. For example, the wavefunctions of n' I' electrons were obtained in the self-consistent field of the final ion core 4p -2. The experimental energies (Striganov and Sventitskii 1968) of the initial, final and intermediate states were employed in calculations of the emitted photon energies and virtualities.
As it was stated above, the TERT 4s-2np~4p-2 n'l' + y is possible if an excited electron np changes orbital momentum 1= 1 to I' = 0, 2, thus being an active participator in a transition. The various principle quantum numbers n' = 4, 5, 6, ... of the excited electron in the final configurations 4p -2[ LS] n' 1' [ L'S'] of different energies result, in turn, in the emitting of photons of different energies. It is seen that the most probable transitions are those by which the excited electron np either does not change its principle quantum number n, while its orbital momentum decreases (np~ns), or changes it to a lower value, while the orbital momentum increases (n p~(n -l)d). The transition probabilities to the 20 final states are larger due to the large statistical weight. Although the transition probabilities from the initial 4s-26p state are approximately ten times smaller than those from 4s-25p, the largest ones from 4s-26p compete with some of the transitions from 4s-25p.
The calculations of the partial amplitudes showed that the main contribution to the probability of TERTs 4s-2np~4p-2n'1'is given by term Ab ( figure 2(b) ) in which apart of correlations within the core and excited electron subsheIls is taken into account. The others are either small or significantly compensate each other because of opposite signs of the virtualities.
The results obtained in our calculations demonstrate the rather high probability of the TERTs with partial widths of the order 10-7 to 10-8 eV. These values are of the same order as, e.g., the probabilities of some satellite transitions or single-photon decays of double-hole states (Amusia et al 1977a, b) .
In order to compare the calculated TERTs width with the present experimental data, the total width ofO.14-0.18 eV ofthe 4s-25p state, populated by the Auger-like transition 3d-15p~4 s25p with the partial width of 3 x 10-3 eV, has to be taken into account (Amusia et al 1993) . Then, with respect to the decay of the 3d-15p resonance, the upper limit of theoretical width estimation is equal to 3 x 10-3 eV x 3.45 X 10-7 eV/0.14 eV --7 x 10-9 eV. The new lines, observed in the PIFS experiment, were found to be approximately 40 times weaker than the main 4S-1~4p-l line, which has a cross section of 0.2 Mb (Aksela et al 1987) , so that a typical cross section for the new lines observed is 0.005 Mb. The above theoretical partial width estimation of 7 x 10-9 eV has to be divided by the total width of 83 meV (King et al 1977) and multiplied by the cross section of 3.5 Mb (Lablanquie and Morin 1991) of 3d-15p resonance in order obtain the upper limit of the theoretical cross section which amounts to --3 x 10-7 Mb. This cross section is at least four orders of magnitude smaller than the one of the observed lines.
These estimations show that in order to observe the TERTs, the experimental sensitivity must be increased by a factor of 10 4 or more, at least in the case of 4s-2np~4p-2n'1' radiative transitions. Furthermore, the results obtained demonstrate
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Letter to the Editor that the initial states of the fluorescence decay process to be observed must not possess large non-radiative partial widths with respect to the radiative ones. On the other hand, current studies suggest that the new observed lines are due to transitions in Kr III. The results of these investigations will be presented in a forthcoming paper.
It was demonstrated here that a new kind of correlative decay, namely three-electron radiative transitions, should take place with a reasonably high probability. The relative role of different kinds of interelectron correlations, leading to the decay process, was examined and clarified. Concrete results were obtained for the Kr 11 transitions 4s-2 np4 p-2 n'l' + ' )' . Closely connected to the considered process is another one in which not only a photon but also an Auger-type electron could be emitted, e.g. the transition 4s-2np~4p -2 + e + ' )' . This type of correlative transition leads not only to discrete photon and electron lines in spectra, but is also responsible for the continuous spectrum of electrons and photons whose observation in coincidence would be of interest, too.
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